EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED BY ROLAND YAKOUBOV ON MENTAL
INFLUENCE ON VARIOUS OBJECTS
YEREVAN-GLENDALE
GENERAL INFORMATION ON “BIOSCOPE’ DEVICE
Research to find alternative methods of assessing the physiological state of biological systems
led to the development of a new hardware complex termed "Bioscope." This hardware complex
is capable of non-contact response in the presence of biological systems (e.g., plants, laboratory
animals, people).
"Bioscope" has a simple structure, and its working principle is based on the assessment of the
intensity of light scattered in a light-tight chamber from the sensor: a glass plate coated with a
thin opaque material.

1 – glass plate
2 – covering material (thick black paper)
3 – metal casing
4 – power supply
5 – amplifier
L – light source (laser, λ = 0.65 micron)
F – photodetector (PD-256)
PC - registration system
SCHEME OF "BIOSCOPE" DEVICE

When approached with inanimate objects of ambient temperature, the readings of the apparatus
do not change. However, the device reacts to the presence of a human from a distance of 5 - 6
meters.
Subsequent studies have shown that the ability to remotely influence the signals of the
"Bioscope" have all macroscopic systems, living and non-living. It was found that the extent of
such effects in biological systems is much greater than that of non-living objects.
Numerous control experiments led to the conclusion that the nature of the observed phenomena
is not related to thermal, electromagnetic, or other known channels of interaction between the
studied system and the "Bioscope".
The reliability and reproducibility of the full results of the research led to the conclusion about
the existence of special remote influential powers between objects of the macroscopic world.
These interactions are realized through a peculiar field - the aura, which is formed around all
macroscopic systems. The aura cannot be seen by the eye, besides, the conventional apparatus,
which is focused on the registration of certain physical and chemical parameters of the body is
unable to detect it.
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Studies have shown that a variety of biological objects have different effects on the signals of the
"Bioscope". Indications of the "Bioscope" vary when the state of the biological system under
study is changed.
The physiological importance of the device signal indicates the possible prospect of widespread
use of the "Bioscope" complex for remote monitoring and evaluation of the integrative state of
the organism in different conditions of its functioning.
Accordingly, it is important to study the possibility of using the "Bioscope" hardware complex
for the study of extrasensory phenomena and assess its effectiveness in the correction of
unhealthy people by extrasensory influence.
In this regard, in 2015 during a visit to Yerevan, Roland Yakoubov conducted experiments to
evaluate the effectiveness of his extrasensory effects on water, and a group of female patients.
After returning to the United States, the experiments were continued in 2016 on the subject of
the feasibility of remote mental influence from the United States to Armenia on various
biological systems and the "Bioscope" device.
Normally, signals of the "Bioscope" present low amplitude and low frequency oscillations
(shown by black color). When biological systems approach the device, the frequency and
amplitude of oscillations increase. The figure below shows an example of the device’s reaction
to the approach of a human palm (marked by red).

When analyzing the data in a series of experiments with people and water, the average
oscillation frequency of the recorded signals was estimated, as well as their spectral distribution
were obtained and analyzed. In a series of experiments on the mental influence from the USA to
Armenia, only a visual assessment of the recorded signals was conducted.
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Experiment 1.
Extrasensory effect on the group patients (6 women)
The change of oscillation frequency of the “Bioscope” signals in the result of extrasensory
influence on patients

On vertical axis: oscillations per minute
On horizontal axis:
1 - oscillation frequency before influence
2 – immediately after influence
3 - 15 minutes after influence

Registration of physiological state of patients was carried out using the "Bioscope" device for 3
minutes at a distance of 1 cm from the palm of the left hand of the patient from the sensor.
The obvious tendency to increase the oscillation frequency indicates a positive effect of
extrasensory correction on the state of patients.

The character of the spectral distribution of the recorded signals before and after the
extrasensory impact on patients
On vertical axis: spectral power in relative
units
On horizontal axis: oscillations per minute
1– spectral distribution before influence
(черное),
2 - spectral distribution immediately after
influence
3 - spectral distribution 15 minutes after
influence
The presented figure shows the expressed dynamics in the spectral distribution of the “Bioscope”
signals. Immediately after the influence session, a decrease in the signal power spectrum in the
frequency range of 2-5 and 20-40 osc/min is observed. After 15 minutes, the picture changes
significantly, and a pronounced peak is formed in the frequency range of 30-50 osc/min.
All this indicates a significant change in the state of the experiment participants as a result
of extrasensory impact.
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Experiment 2.
Extrasensory effect on the water
Spectral distribution of “Bioscope” signals from the drop of water before and after
extrasensory impact

On vertical axis: spectral power in relative
units
On horizontal axis: oscillations per minute
1– spectral distribution before influence
2 - spectral distribution immediately after
influence

First, a drop of water from a glass was placed on a thin silicon membrane, which was located at a
distance of 2 mm from the “Bioscope” sensor and 10 minute registration of its signals was carried
out. Next, the water in the glass in remote room was affected by mental extrasensory influence
within 10-15 min. After that, the repeated registration of the "Bioscope" signals from another drop
of water taken from ("irradiated") glass was performed.
As can be seen from the presented figure significant changes in the spectral distribution of
"Bioscope" signals for a drop of water occur. The peak power for control drop at a
frequency of 2 osc/min is replaced by a peak at a frequency of 2.7 osc/min after
“irradiation”, and almost 2-fold increase of its value of spectral power is observed.
Besides, if the signals of control water attenuate within 5-10 minutes, after extrasensory
“charging” of water its signals continue for several hours. This proves the high efficiency
and power of mental.
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MENTAL INFLUENCE FROM USA TO ARMENIA
In this series of studies the day of experiments was determined in advance. To be specific, before
the start of experiment from USA to Armenia, the photo of object which had to be mentally
affected was sent by email. Selecting the exposure time was determined in the USA, and the
relevant information about it was reported to Armenia after the completion of experiment.
Experiment 3.
Mental influence on the lemon

Фото найти и вставить

On vertical axis: "Bioscope" signals in relative units
On horizontal axis: time in minutes
Vertical lines and red color mark the time interval mental influence.
In this case no comment is needed.
The effect of the mental effects is obvious - there is a sharp decrease in the frequency of
"Bioscope" signals for the lemon.
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Experiment 4.
Experiment with с zucchini

On vertical axis: "Bioscope" signals in relative units
On horizontal axis: time in minutes
А – control signals for zucchini without mental impact
В – zucchini’s signals (the next day) with a mental influence from the United States. Mental
exposure is carried out from the beginning of registration for 32 minutes (the time of completion
of the mental effects is shown by black line on the B).
In this experiment there are several effects.
Compared with the control (A), during the mental impact (B) there is a sharp decrease in
the amplitude of the recorded signal up to 5-minute registration. At the same time, in
contrast to the control record relatively high frequency of the oscillation signal equipment
is retained. Finally, in contrast to the control, when there is a significant decrease in the
frequency of the oscillations in the 25-30 minute registration, in the case of the mental
influence on the zucchini, and in the same intervals of registration the comparatively high
oscillation signals of "Bioscope" are observed.
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Experiment 5.
Mental influence on the cucumber

On vertical axis: "Bioscope" signals in relative units
On horizontal axis: time in minutes
Mental impact is observed during the total time of registration.
It is interesting that, as in the case with zucchini, from the very beginning of influence there
is a sharp decline in the amplitude of the recorded signals while maintaining its high
frequency oscillations.
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Experiment 6.
Mental influence on the plant

On vertical axis: "Bioscope" signals in relative units
On horizontal axis: time in minutes
Figure 1 and 2 present "Bioscope" signals from different leaves.
Green and red lines marked the time interval of mental effects.
The mental impact was directed on the plant but measurements were performed with two
different leaves slipped off from the same plant itself.
Throughout the total time of registration it can be seen that the "Bioscope" signals for
different leaves of the plant are biased despite some similarity, but in different time
intervals they differ from each other. However, considering the time intervals at which
mental impact was carried out, it is a clearly seen the complete similarities in the nature of
the generated signals. This points out that the plant and its leaves present an integrative
undivided system. All this proves the efficiency and effectiveness of the mental influences
from the USA to Armenia.
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Experiment 7.
Mental influence directly on the "Bioscope" device

On vertical axis: "Bioscope" signals in relative units
On horizontal axis: time in minutes
Vertical lines indicate the time interval of mental effects on "Bioscope"
The figure clearly shows how the mental concentration on the device from a long distance
leads to a significant increase in the frequency of recorded "Bioscope" signals.

CONCLUSION
All performed experiments undoubtedly demonstrate the reality of the phenomenon of mental
extrasensory influence on the biological systems as well as on the inanimate device. These
effects are observed both near the objects and at a great distance of about 12,000 km.
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